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A word from the Editor 
It seems as if COVID-19 will continue to keep the world in its grip for some time yet, but 

during this uncertain period the OATG committee promised to keep in touch with you 

through Sue Richardson’s outstanding OATG blog, our Facebook page as well as 

publishing a Lockdown Newsletter every so often. Although we have already had two 

excellent Zoom lectures this autumn, Sarah Fee’s and Nick Fielding’s, we are sending you 

this third Lockdown Newsletter to keep in touch until the AGM at the end of January, which 

of necessity will also be via Zoom.   

Thank you, as before, to those authors who have contributed to this newsletter. Who knows 

if we will produce a fourth? Much depends on the successful vaccinating of billions of 

people. However, I have found editing these additional publications a worthwhile pastime in 

this period of enforced idleness, so please keep on writing. If this is to be the last Lockdown 

Newsletter there are still three editions of Asian Textiles due out next year, and the year 

after that.  

I would welcome your copy and/or pictures. You could write just a paragraph or two with a 

photograph(s) or something much more lengthy. How about: 

 that interesting textile you have? If you consider it interesting, others will too. 

 what textile-related activity have you pursued during lockdown?  

 and do you remember that interesting trip you went on – in the good old days? 

 
I am here to help, so please get in touch.  
 

                      Gavin Strachan, Editor 
 
 
 

2021 Annual General Meeting  

This will be held on Saturday 30 January 2021 at 2pm UK time. 

The 2021 AGM, like so much at present, will be different and will be held via Zoom.  

Details on how to attend and what will be happening will be sent out in the new year. 
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Arctic: Culture and Climate  

by Helen Wolfe 
 
British Museum 22 October 2020 – 21 February 2021  
The Arctic exhibition at the British Museum reveals the history of its indigenous peoples and their 
relationship with the lands in which they live.  

The vast expanse of 
the circumpolar regions of 
Greenland, Canada, Alaska, 
Russia, and parts of 
Scandinavia have been 
populated for nearly 30,000 
years by people with a rich 
culture. It is home to more 
than 40 ethnic groups, and 
the artefacts on show are 
from people who have 
always shown an incredible 
creativity, skill and 
resourcefulness. Meanwhile 
they continue to live and 
adapt as climate change 
transforms the Arctic at its 
fastest rate in human history.  

The exhibition opening, originally meant for May, was postponed as a result of the COVID 
pandemic, but finally occurred on 22 October – to positive reviews and great acclaim. Unfortunately 
just two weeks later it had to close for a month for the second lockdown, and as I write, the 
exhibition sadly has shut its doors for a second time as London enters a deeper level of restrictions.  

After so much work collaborating with Arctic communities and museum professionals it is 
sad that only a limited number of people will see the exhibition. If museums are allowed to open 
again in the New Year I would encourage you to visit if at all possible. Some of the objects on display 
are quite extraordinary and rarely seen. Costumes and textiles have a prominent and starring role. 
When you enter the gallery you find yourself in the centre of the Arctic, standing on a map. The 
North Pole is in the centre and stretching from it are the circumpolar regions. Surrounding this are 
cases containing nine mannequins representing the people of each region.  

The costumes were selected with 
a good representation of dates 
and to show the variety of 
materials used for clothing. They 
range from a beautiful Khanty 
woman’s coat, collected in the 
mid-19th century, made of wool 
cloth decorated with heavy 
beading and metal decoration, to 

People from the Asian and European 

areas of the Arctic.  

L to R: Fur parka, Chuckchi, Siberia. 

Shaman’s caftan, headpiece and drum, 

Evenki, Siberia.  Fur coat and boots, 

Nenets, Siberia. Woman’s beaded coat 

and headpiece, Khanty, Siberia.  Man’s 

outfit, Sami, Finland.  
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the most recent, a modern child’s parka from Alaska made in 1990. It has a bright blue cotton outer 
part lined with thick muscat, wolverine, beaver and otter fur. An extraordinary shaman’s outfit, 
borrowed from Kunstkamera Museum in St Petersburg, is also displayed here.  

 
Throughout the exhibition, costume 

and textiles play an integral part of the story, 
and are included in many of the exhibition 
cases as well as in the impressive open display 
section. Highlights include:  

 a blanket made of goose down that’s so 
soft to the touch you literally can’t feel 
it (I am sorry visitors can’t experience 
this) 

 a rather strange-looking, but unique, 
200-year-old all in one seal skin whaling 
suit from the National Museum of 
Denmark  

 the ultimate raincoat made from 
translucent strips of seal gut sewn together 

 

ARCTIC: CULTURE AND CLIMATE  

People from Greenland and the North American areas of the Arctic.  
 

Above left  Girl’s festival outfit, Kalaallit, Greenland and a leather costume with 

quillwork decoration, Gwichin, Canada. 
 

Above Right  Child’s parka, Inupiat, Alaska and squirrel fur Parka, Yupik, 

Alaska. 
. 

Right  Larger image of the child’s parka, Inupiat, Alaska. 
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ARCTIC: CULTURE AND CLIMATE  

 an Amauti costume, placed on a white open plinth that evokes the vast expanse of the Arctic 
landscape, shows how mothers carry their babies on their backs, safe and warm in a specially 
designed large hood with appropriate space and shape for support.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What goes on behind the scenes and underneath the costume  
Exhibition work is the part of my job that I enjoy most, although mounting costume made from skin 
and fur is one of the most challenging types of material to display. You can’t stitch to secure the 
pieces to backboards or mounts the way you can with most woven textiles. Skin often becomes dry 
and stiff over time, so the shape isn’t flexible and comes quite set. Fur dries and falls out, while the 
eternal enemy, moth, can have a field day.  
 

An Amauti costume shows how 

mothers carry their babies on their 

backs in a specially designed 

large hood. 

The process in mounting a woman’s coat and headpiece from Khanty; Siberia. 

The coat and headpiece are made with wool with a beaded decoration.  

 A padded underskirt is made to support the weight of heavy bead and metal 

decoration on the coat, and the heavy but delicate beaded headpiece is 

supported by attaching it to a fabric headscarf.  
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Some costumes comprise boots and trousers under the top coat or parka which may also 
have an inner and outer layer, so a conventional bust with a central pole can’t be used, unless of 
course you make a hole through one of the boots or crutch (it has been done). The designers didn’t 
want to see any heads visible on those costumes with heavy fur hoods, and it would be great if we 
could make figures dynamic rather than in static poses. I love a challenge.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Every costume was measured and a new mannequin ordered for each one, some with the 
conventional upright pole, and others with a rod going into the back of the bust for costumes with 
boots and trousers. For these we made a calico ‘dungaree’, stuffed with wadding or a stiff polyester 
felt, to support the boots and trousers hanging from the bust. All have wired, padded arms but no 
necks or heads so little of the mannequin shows. Each costume was individually padded using calico 
filled with wadding, and a fabric covered wire hoop was attached to support the hood. 

 
 
 
 
 

Helen Wolfe is Textile Collection Manager, British Museum, and Chair of OATG. 

ARCTIC: CULTURE AND CLIMATE  

These three photographs show the process in mounting 

a woman’s coat and boots from Nenets, Siberia, made 

from reindeer fur. 
 

Calico ‘dungarees’ are stuffed with wadding to hold the 

large fur boots in place, while additional pads stitched to 

the mannequin support the coat which has become 

inflexible and dry over time.  
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A Khanty Festival Dress in the British Museum 

 

by David and Sue Richardson 
 

The Russian Federation contains a huge number of ethnic minorities with distinctly different 
cultures that rarely gain much interest among textile enthusiasts living outside of the former USSR. 
We studied a number of these while we were conducting our research into the Qaraqalpaqs of the 
Aral Delta because the latter share many common cultural features with the peoples of 
Western Siberia living to their north. Examples include the Bashkirs, Chuvash, Mari, Mordvins, 
and Udmurts. 

Another fascinating minority is the Khanty who occupied the vast Siberian taiga, living 
among the low hills and marshlands along the banks and tributaries of the mighty Ob and Irtysh 
Rivers. The Russians previously referred to them as the Ostyaks (outsiders), now considered 
pejorative. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Their remote homeland is around 1,200 miles east of Moscow and well to the north of 
Kazakhstan. It stretches from the mouth of the Ob in the north to the confluence of the Irtysh in 
the south, and from the northern Ural Mountains in the west to the heart of Siberia in the east. 

The Khanty followed two widely different lifestyles. The southern Khanty were semi-
nomadic, like the Qaraqalpaqs, moving from permanent winter settlements to seasonal fishing and 
hunting camps. Through the year they would occupy several dwellings in different seasonal 
locations, built of logs directly on the ground over dugouts and covered with poles, branches, turf 
and earth. By contrast the northern Khanty herded reindeer and lived in portable conical tents 
covered with birch bark in the summer and animal skins in winter. 

Traditional Khanty culture was based on shamanism, although the Russians unsuccessfully 
attempted to introduce Orthodox Christianity in the eighteenth century. After the Soviet takeover, 
the Khanty were forced to collectivise, in spite of putting up strong resistance, and their 
shamanistic practices were suppressed. After WWII, Soviet policy was refocused onto Russification 
and resettlement, ‘assisting’ people to relocate to bigger villages or planned communities. However 
the biggest change to Khanty life began in the late 1960s following the search for oil and gas in the 
Ob Basin, which impinged heavily on traditional Khanty fishing and hunting territories, forcing 

 

Femme Ostyack, 

Costumes de Différents 

Pays, Paris, 1797. 
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A KHANTY FESTIVAL DRESS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM 

many to relocate to towns voluntarily. By 1989 Surgut, the capital of the Autonomous Khanty-Mansi 
Okrug, had completely turned into an oil boom town. 

In 2007 Helen Wolfe, now our OATG Chair, invited OATG members to examine a selection 
of textiles in the reserve collection of the British Museum, some of which were from Siberia. One 
stunning exhibit was a southern Khanty linen shirt-dress for a woman, decorated with wool 
embroidery, beads and stamped pewter platelets. It was one of two embroidered Khanty dresses 
acquired, in 1898 by the British politician, ethnographer and historian Sir Henry Hoyle Howarth, in 
Salekhard on the Upper Ob in what is now the Autonomous Yamalo-Nenets Okrug, the territory of 
the northern Khanty. 

Regrettably we never discovered the type of textile from which the dress was made. At the 
end of the nineteenth century, the dresses of the southern Khanty were made from kendyr woven 
from nettle or hemp fibres using a primitive loom. In 1716, John Bernard Muller wrote a monograph 
on the Ostyak people in which he noted that their women used nettles as a fibre for weaving cloth: 

 

“… they have a way of preparing nettles, and make a sort of linen of it, ….  That 
Stuff, though it is very stiff, serves them also for Shirts and Head-cloths, the Ends 
of which they adorn with diverse Colours.” 
 

    What is so amazing to us about this Khanty dress is that it shares common features with the 
ceremonial ko’k ko’ylek dress worn by wealthy Qaraqalpaq women who lived 1,300 miles to the 
south. It is made of loom lengths of cloth sewn together selvage to selvage, is seamless at the 
shoulder, and has a vertically cut collar. The front panel and sleeves are richly embroidered.  

It was only in 1971 that the Ukrainian ethnographer Tatiana Zhdanko first noticed that the 
Ob-Ugrians (the Khanty and neighbouring Mansi) were the only other ethnic group to have a similar 
type of female festival dress to the Qaraqalpaqs. 

‘An Ostiak dress from 

the former USSR’. 

Length 116cm, width 

across sleeves 150cm. 

BM registration number 

As1898 07-2.6. 
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The important difference is that the Qaraqalpaqs traditionally embroidered with silk using 
cross-stitch, whereas the Khanty embroider with wool using an outline stitch to define the edges of 
the motifs, and later filling in the spaces created with one-sided satin stitch. Qaraqalpaq motifs are 
primarily based on arrangements of goat horns, while Khanty motifs tend to be geometric and 
occasionally zoomorphic. Some of the motifs on this Khanty dress resemble flying birds. 

  The Siberian ethnographer 
Antonia Syazi has described the 
costume of the Khanty of the Lower 
Ob in some detail. A woman’s dress is 
generically known as an emas. This is 
worn with a shawl (okhsham), an 
outer coat (sakh) made from deer or 
other animal skins, furs and 
sometimes cloth, a fur cap (mil), and 
various types of leather and fur 
footwear (vay and tupor). 
  The British Museum has a 
second Khanty festival dress that is 
even bolder decorated while another 
magnificently embroidered example 
is held by the Russian Ethnography 
Museum in Saint Petersburg.  
 
 

 

 

 
David and Sue Richardson   www.asiantextilestudies.com 
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A KHANTY FESTIVAL DRESS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM 

The dress collar decorated with beads and punched metal platelets       Right  A detail of the embroidered front panel. 

http://www.asiantextilestudies.com
http://folkcostume.blogspot.com/2011/02/hello-all-i-would-like-to-talk-today.html
http://folkcostume.blogspot.com/2011/02/hello-all-i-would-like-to-talk-today.html
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Virtual Tours of selected museums around the world 
 
by Gavin Strachan 
 
For those of you who have itchy feet, but cannot satisfy their wanderlust during the current 
pandemic, you can sit in the comfort of your own home and explore some textile museums. Press 
CTRL (bottom left of your keyboard) and then click on the blue link underneath each museum’s 
name to open up a virtual tour. If for some reason clicking on the link does not work for you, then 
copy (you can do that with this pdf) and paste the link into your web browser.  
  This is not an exhaustive list of museums of interest to OATG members, but included here 
are some that you may not have come across before. 
 
Queen Sirikit Museum of Textiles, Bangkok 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/queen-sirikit-museum-of-textiles?hl=en 
 
 
 

 

In 2003, Queen Sirikit opened a previously-
vacant building in the grounds of the Grand 
Palace as a new museum of textiles. The 
Ratsadakorn-bhibhathana Building, was 
erected in 1870 and was formerly the 
Ministry of Finance and the Office of Royal 
Ceremony. It was totally renovated and now 
has galleries, storage, an education studio, 
library, lecture hall, and Thailand’s first 
dedicated textile conservation laboratory. 
The gallery has 3,700 square metres (40,000 
sq ft) of floor space in the five-storey 
building. 

 
 
 

 
Dali Dong village, China   

https://artsandculture.google.com/story/GwXBmw76eH2bAw?hl=en 
 

Dali village is in the 
mountainous quarter of 
China’s Guizhou province 
and is a living museum 
preserving ancestral textile 
arts. It is home to a Dong 
ethnic minority group who 
have a specific style of 
dress, architecture, music, 
and spiritual beliefs. The 
aim of the villagers is to 
support the continued 
practice of traditional 
material culture and in so 
doing help preserve as well 
as evolve knowledge in 
them. 

 

Javanese batik at the Queen Sirikit Museum of Textiles, 

Bangkok. Photograph Bangkok Post.  

Yang Zhengxian, 35, and her daughter harvesting indigo from their family 

plot in Dali to make dye. Photograph Bryan Denton for The New York 

Times. 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/queen-sirikit-museum-of-textiles?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/story/GwXBmw76eH2bAw?hl=en
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The Central Museum of Textiles in Łódź, Poland 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/central-museum-of-textiles-in-lodz?hl=en 
 
The Central Museum of Textiles in Łódź claims to be the 
largest museum of textiles in the world. Its exhibits include 
20th century European clothing, 19th and 20th ethnographic 
pieces and textile machinery. It is located in The White 
Factory, a complex of industrial buildings built between 1835 
and 1886. The museum has operated as an independent 
entity since 1960 when the Museum of the History of Textiles 
was established.  
 

 
 

 
 

Amano Pre-Columbian Textile Museum, Lima, Peru 

Amano Pre-Columbian Textile Museum, Lima, Peru — Google Arts & Culture 
 
 
Museo Amano is a private textile museum with over 5,400 textiles 
which were salvaged by its founder, Yoshitaro Amano, who was born in 
Japan. Amano travelled around Peruvian Pre-Colombian archaeological 
sites finding textiles left behind by looters who only took statues and 
ceramics. First opened in 1964, the museum is now known as the Pre-
Columbian Textile Museum, and after years of renovations, reopened in 
2015.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Museo Textil de Oaxaca, Mexico 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/museo-textil-de-oaxaca 
 
 

Oaxaca’s textile museum opened in 2008 and is in a restored 
colonial mansion in the centre of Oaxaca city. The museum 
celebrates Oaxaca’s rich and varied textile traditions, and also 
hosts occasional exhibitions of textiles from other parts of the 
world. Although it is a small museum it houses around 7,000 
thousand pieces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VIRTUAL TOURS OF SELECTED MUSEUMS  

The Central Museum of Textiles in Łódź. 

Chancay Culture, 13th century. The Inca God Wiracocha holding the 
symbols of his power. In the collection of the Museo Amano, Lima, Peru. 

An outside shot of the Museo Textil 

de Oaxaca which is housed in an 

old colonial mansion. 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/central-museum-of-textiles-in-lodz?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/museo-textil-precolombino-amano?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/museo-textil-de-oaxaca
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The Benaki Museum, Athens 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/benaki-museum-of-greek-civilization?hl=en 
 
The Benaki Museum, established and endowed in 
1930 by Antonis Benakis, is housed in the Benakis 
family mansion. The museum has Greek works of 
art dating from the prehistoric to modern times, 
and an extensive collection of Asian art. Although 
the museum initially housed a collection that 
included Islamic art, Chinese porcelain and toys, its 
2000 re-opening led to the creation of satellite 
museums that focused on some specific collections, 
allowing the main museum to focus on Greek 
culture throughout the country's history. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Museum of Islamic Art, Qatar 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/the-museum-of-islamic-art-qatar?hl=en 
 

The Museum of Islamic Art is built on an island 
near Doha’s traditional dhow harbour. It has one 
of the world’s most complete collections of Islamic 
artefacts, although the collection only started in 
the late 1980s. Items from three continents, 
dating from the 7th to the 19th centuries, include 
metal work, ceramics, jewellery, wood work, 
textiles, and glass. 
 

 
National Museum of Costume, Lisbon 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/national-museum-of-costume-in-portugal?hl=en 
 

The National Museum of Costume (Museu Nacional do 
Traje), created in 1976, has a collection of 33,000 
items of dress and accessories, dating from the 18th 
century to the present day in both permanent and 
temporary exhibitions. The collection is housed in the 
Angeja-Palmela Palace in the Monteiro-Mor Botanic 
Park. 
 

VIRTUAL TOURS OF SELECTED MUSEUMS  

Bed tent (sperveri) linen and silk. Rhodes, 17th/18th 

century, Benaki Museum, Athens.  

 In the Dodecanese, houses typically consisted of a 

single, rectangular room divided into a day area and 

sleeping quarters. A bell-shaped tent was used for 

privacy and acted as a colourful focal point. The 

decoration and fineness of the bed tent, and other soft 

furnishings, reflected the women’s talent and taste as 

much as the family’s wealth.  

The Museum of Islamic Art with the Doha skyline beyond. 

Part of Portugal’s National Museum of Costume. 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/benaki-museum-of-greek-civilization?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/the-museum-of-islamic-art-qatar?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/national-museum-of-costume-in-portugal?hl=en
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China National Silk Museum 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/china-national-silk-museum?hl=en 
 

The China National Silk Museum is a 
research museum and the largest silk 
museum in the world. It opened in 
1992, and was extensively refurbished 
in 2015–2016. The Museum has several 
permanent galleries, including The 
Story of Chinese Silk, Sericulture and 
Silk Craftsmanship in China. 

 
The National Museum of Ethnography, Warsaw 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/the-state-ethnographic-museum-in-warsaw?hl=en 
 
 

 

The National Museum of Ethnography 
(in Polish: Państwowe Muzeum 
Etnograficzne w Warszawie) was 
established in 1888. This large collection 
comprises dress, crafts, sculpture and 
paintings not only from Poland but also 
other parts of Europe, Africa, Australia, 
Oceania and South America.  
 
 
 

 
 

The Ixchel Museum of Indigenous Textiles and Clothing, Guatemala City 

https://museoixchel.com/virtual-tour  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Ixchel Museum of Indigenous Textiles and Clothing [Museo Ixchel del Traje Indigena] has a 
collection of 8,000 items of dress from 181 indigenous communities of Guatemala dating from the 
end of the 19th Century to the present day. On display are textiles, materials, dyes and techniques, 
including some from the Spanish colonial era. 

VIRTUAL TOURS OF SELECTED MUSEUMS  

The entrance to the China National Silk Museum. 

The Polish folk costume permanent exhibition 
in the National Museum of Ethnography in 
Warsaw. 

Huipils on display at the 

Ixchel Museum, 

Guatemala. 

 A huipil is a traditional 

garment worn by women 

from central Mexico to 

Central America. It is loose

-fitting and made from two 

or three rectangular pieces 

of fabric. Ceremonial 

huipils are usually woven 

on a back-strap loom. 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/china-national-silk-museum?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/the-state-ethnographic-museum-in-warsaw?hl=en
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Peleș Castle, Romania 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/peles-national-museum?hl=en 
 
 
 

Peleș Castle is a Neo-Renaissance castle in the 
Carpathian Mountains, near Sinaia, in Romania. It 
was built between 1873 and 1914.There are 
collections of paintings, furniture, arms and 
armour, stained glass, porcelain, tapestries and 
rugs. The Salonul Turcesc (The Turkish Parlour), 
originally a smoking room, has Izmir rugs and 
copperware from Anatolia and Persia. The walls 
are covered in textiles including silk brocades 
from the Siegert shops of Vienna. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Museum of Norwich at the Bridewell in UK 

Museum of Norwich at the Bridewell, Norwich, United Kingdom — Google Arts & Culture 
 
 

 
 

Bridewell was built in 1325 as a 
merchant’s house and is a fine 
example of East Anglian 
flintwork. In 1585 it was a prison 
for women and beggars (a 
‘Bridewell’) and eventually in 
1925 a museum on the 
livelihoods of the Norwich 
inhabitants including in the 
textile trade which was at the 
heart of the city’s wealth. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Ivan Honchar Museum, Kiev 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/
national-center-of-folk-culture?hl=en 
 

 
The Ivan Honchar Museum collection is based on 
that of the statesman and artist Ivan Honchar 
(1911–1993). It has over 15,000 items dating 
from the 16th to the early 20th centuries. Its 
aims are to revive national culture, promote 
ethnic consciousness, and preserve and develop 
the best traditions of Ukrainian folk art. During 
the Soviet period, Honchar was accused of 
nationalism and anyone showing interest in his 
private collection was recorded by the KGB. 

VIRTUAL TOURS OF SELECTED MUSEUMS  

Peleș Castle, Romania. Photograph Ciprian.lazar. 

Bridewell Museum undercroft. Photograph Tom Watson. 

Vyshyvanka (Ukrainian: вишива́нка) in the Ivan 
Honchar Museum. Embroidery is a fundamental 
element in Ukrainian folk dress. Black, red, and white 
are the standard colours. 

https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/peles-national-museum?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/the-bridewell-museum?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/national-center-of-folk-culture?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/national-center-of-folk-culture?hl=en
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Lost relics of Madagascar’s last queen return home 
 

by Michael Jasper 
 

Queen Ranavalona III of Madagascar’s sad story is one of conquest by the French followed by a 
lifelong exile. An archive of clothes, photographs and ephemera relating to the queen was a 

highlight at Kerry Taylor Auctions in London on 8 
December, earlier this month. The archive was 
preserved by her friend and paid companion, Clara 
Herbert, and had only recently been discovered by 
Herbert’s great nephew in a Guildford attic during a 
house move.  
  Ranavalona III (the Malagasy pronunciation is 
ranˈfalunə̥) was born as Princess Razafindrahety in 
1861. At the time Madagascar was an independent 
country ruled by the Merina dynasty from its central 
highland capital of Antananarivo. Queen Ranavalona 
III was a niece of the previous queen, Ranavalona II, 
and came to the throne when she was 21 in 1883.  
  The French turned their attention on 
Madagascar in the 1880s. Ranavalona had tried to 
stave off colonisation by strengthening trade and 
diplomatic relations with various foreign powers, 
including USA, but to no avail. France’s First 
Madagascar Expedition was in 1883–85, but the 
Second Madagascar Expedition of 1894–95, triggered 
by the Queen’s refusal to accept a protectorate treaty 
from France, resulted in invasion, the surrender of the 
royal palace in 1885, and the island’s annexation.  
  The Queen carried on as a figurehead, but the 

following year, in 1896, France abolished the monarchy, and the year after that, in 1897, Queen 
Ranavalona, accompanied by her close family and some servants, was sent into exile to the nearby 
island of Réunion. Ranavalona’s husband was the Malagasy Prime Minister, Rainilaiarivony. He was 
exiled by the French to Algiers a year earlier, but died within a few months of arriving there. 

Ranavalona III when Queen of Madagascar. Known for 

her fashionable dress, beside her is a large Bible: she 

was a protestant and teachers from the London 

Missionary Society were involved in her education. 

Left  Madagascan 

(Merina) artillery in 1896 

during France's Second 

Madagascar Expedition. 

The picture is by Henri 

Galliche and Louis Charles 

Bombled and was not in the 

archive sold this month. 

 

 

 

Right Prime Minister 

Rainilaiarivony of 

Madagascar, husband of 

Queen Ranavalona III. He 

was exiled to Algiers where 

he died a few months after 

arriving. 
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The archive sold this month 
comprises approximately 50 photographs 
of Queen Ranavalona between the late 
1880s and about 1914; receipts for 
household expenses and transport; Miss 
Herbert’s almanacs for 1915-16 detailing 
her careful expenditure; approximately 70 
postcards sent to Miss Herbert and Princess 
Ramasindrazana in French, English and 
Malagasy, including some sent from Queen 
Ranavalona III to her aunt; and various 
press clippings. 

There is a photograph of the young 
Queen before the French invasion, one of 
her influential aunt and political advisor 
Princess Ramasindrazana (below right) who 
is seen wearing an opulent court dress of 
pink satin and purple velvet (also shown 
below left) embellished with pearl beads 
believed to date to 1896, which she kept 
throughout her life.  

 

 
 
 

There are also photographs in Réunion of the early days of the Queen’s captivity. One 
shows her outside a large wooden villa with her older sister Princess Rasendranoro, her aunt 
Princess Ramisindrazana, and nephew Prince Rakotomena. 

Left  The court dress of the influential aunt and political advisor Princess Ramasindrazana which was 

likely to have been made in Madagascar and which she kept all her life.  
 

Right  The Princess wearing the dress in 1896. 

The archive includes photographs, letters and receipts. 
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LOST RELICS OF MADAGASCAR’S LAST QUEEN RETURN HOME 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Princess Rasendranoro’s daughter, Princess Razafinandriamanitra, 

pictured right, also accompanied them. Although the princess was only 
fourteen, she was nine months pregnant with the child of a French soldier. 
Two days after arriving in Réunion, Razafinandriamanitra gave birth to a 
daughter, but the 14-year old mother unfortunately died five days after giving 

birth. The child, christened 
Marie-Louise, was adopted by 
the Queen and made her heir 
apparent as she had no 
children of her own.  
  In 1899, the French 
authorities, nervous of 
uprisings in Madagascar, 
moved the Queen and her 
entourage further away from 
her homeland. They were put 
on a ship for Marseilles. At 
first, Ranavalona was pleased 
as she hoped to be exiled in 
Paris. However, they were held in France for 
several months before being transferred to a villa 
in Mustapha Superieur in French Algeria. She is 
said to have burst into tears and declared: ‘Who is 
certain of tomorrow? Only yesterday I was a 
queen; today I am simply an unhappy, broken-
hearted woman’. 
  The archive that was auctioned this month 
was carefully preserved by Miss Herbert. Clara 
Herbert, probably born in 1871, and who died in 
the 1930s, is said to be a descendent of the well-to
-do Herberts of Muckross House in County Kerry. 

 Princess Razafinandriamanitra,  

 the 14-year old niece of Queen  

 Ranavalona III. 

Queen Ranavalona III (centre) outside a large wooden villa in Réunion 
with her older sister Princess Rasendranoro (on the right), her aunt 
Princess Ramasindrazana (on the left), and nephew Prince Rakotomena. 

The tall woman standing on the left is thought to be Clara 

Herbert. Sitting are Marie-Louise, the heir apparent, and 

in the centre Queen Ranavalona III. Standing on the right 

is Princess Ramasindrazana and an unidentified woman.  
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While Miss Herbert came from a refined background she had little money, so she sought 
employment as a paid companion. According to her relatives, she worked for the Madagascan royal 
family from the late 1890s until the early 1920s, and so accompanied them through their major 
tribulations.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Numerous postcards attest to the close relationship between Princess Ramasindrazana and 

Miss Herbert over some 30 years. When Ramasindrazana died in 1924, she left her estate to her 
friend who was then aged about 53. This included the 1896-dress of pink satin and purple velvet. 
Kerry Taylor, the auctioneer, believes that this dress was made in Madagascar as it is cotton velvet 
not silk velvet, the colours are not typical of a Paris fashion house, and the beading and embroidery 
are not of the haute-couture standard at that time, so it is an example of royal Malagasy fashion 
and culture from around the time of the French conquest. After the death of the princess, Miss 
Herbert briefly worked in Nice before returning to Reading, and then travelled to China to work as 
a Methodist missionary. She was fluent in French, Malagasy and, in later life, seven Chinese 
dialects. At some point, Herbert meticulously preserved the archive of personal letters, 
photographs, souvenirs and ephemera.  

Ranavalona was never permitted to return to Madagascar in spite of her repeated 
requests. Her older sister died in Algiers in 1901, and the Queen herself died there in her villa in 
1917 at the age of 55. The archive includes an invitation to her funeral. Ranavalona was buried in 

The Kerry Taylor auction 

catalogue description. 
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Algiers but her body was exhumed in 1938 and re-interred in Madagascar. After Ranavalona’s 
death, the Queen’s aunt, Princess Ramisindrazana, was finally given permission to leave Algiers. 
She moved to the Alpes Maritimes in France accompanied by Miss Herbert.  

Ranavalona’s heir apparent and pretender to the Madagascar throne, the illegitimate 
Princess Marie Louise, went to France in 1921 to study. She married a French agricultural engineer, 
became a nurse and was awarded the Légion d’Honneur for her service during WWII. In due 
course, she divorced and lived her remaining years as a socialite in Parisian society. She died in 
1948, without any descendants, so the line of the Queens of Madagascar came to an end. 

Madagascar gained its independence from France only in 1960. As the Queen’s palace and 
its contents were destroyed by fire in 1995, this archive of Malagasy material was particularly 
important. At the auction this month, the President of Madagascar, Andry Rajoelina, was on the 
phone authorising his agent on the bidding. At £53,750 (a hammer price of £43,000 plus auction 
fees), the lot was sold to the Madagascar government, well above its estimate of £1,000–£1,500. 
The Anglo-Malagasy Society played a pivotal role in securing the national treasures for the people 
of Madagascar. 

The collection is going to Madagascar, something the monarch was denied in her lifetime. 
The President stated that ‘Madagascar attaches great importance to the acquisition of these royal 
items as part of the re-appropriation of Malagasy national history and cultural heritage. They will 
be installed in the newly reopened, restored Queen’s palace, where they will be displayed to the 
general public.’ They will be shown alongside Ranavalona’s royal dais, which was recently returned 
to the island by France from the collection of the Musée de l’Armée in Paris. 
 

Sources used include: 

Barrier, Marie-France Ranavalona, dernière reine de Madagascar. Paris: Balland 1996. 

https://www.kerrytaylorauctions.com/story/the-last-queen-of-madagascar/?pc=25 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwrySorhSh4 

The Guardian 9 December 2020. 

 

 

Trip to Cambodia in 2021 
with Sheelagh Killeen and Geoffrey Saba to explore textiles, temples and Khmer cuisine. 
 

The proposed date of departure is 13 November 2021.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This private tour of just a few people will cover the highlights of Cambodia including its Angkor  

Wat and the beauty of Tonle Sap Lake. It will give insights into the techniques of traditional 

Khmer textiles and silk weaving, as well as fantastic Khmer cuisine.  

 

For more information contact Geoffrey Saba at geoffreysaba@gmail.com 
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Signal Books discount –  

which includes Nick Fielding’s recent book 
 

For those who enjoyed Nick Fielding’s article on Henry Lansdell (Asian 

Textiles no 76), and/or his Zoom lecture this month on travellers and 

textiles of the Great Steppe, his publishers are offering a 25% discount 

on their books. This includes Nick’s Travellers in the Great Steppe from 

the papal envoys to the Russian revolution. 

See advertisement below for further details: 
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Back cover pictures: Swedish textiles celebrating Christmas 
 

Agedyna 
The two agedyna shown on the next page are carriage cushions. They were used on special 
occasions or when travelling to church on Sundays. The were both made in Skåne, in SW Sweden, 
adjacent to Denmark, in the early-19th century. Skåne was then a region of independent middle-
class farmers where the householders made a variety of textiles, such as bed covers, cushions and 
bench covers, and painted wooden furniture was standard. Old textile pieces from Sweden, such as 
these, usually have bright colours and are in very good condition for their age as they were only 
brought out on special occasions. They were dyed with locally-sourced material. 
 Agedyna depicting the annunciation follow a standard format, suggesting the design might have 
come from a template, but other agedyna have a wonderful variety of designs and also techniques.  
 No Christmas is complete without Father Christmas and reindeer, but the deer on this agedyna 
was woven before reindeer at Christmas became the norm. However, it is interesting that an 
animal within an octagon is a widely used heraldic device in European and Asian art. 
 

Bonader 
Another charming Scandinavian folk art is bonader (bonad in the single form). These are pictures on 
linen or painted straight onto the walls. The linen ones decorated walls at Christmas and on feast 
days and other special occasions. They are made with egg tempera on homemade linen cloth. 
Between festivities the panels were taken down and kept carefully for the next year. Natural dyes, 
eggs and flax were readily available in Southern Sweden.  
 Most bonader depict scenes of local life or stories from the Bible. Part of their charm is that the 
biblical figures, as in the example on the next page, are depicted wearing the clothes of the nobility 
of the time. The local or travelling artists who painted them worked to order. Appropriate images 
were chosen to mark family milestones, such as the Wedding at Cana for a marriage, or the Nativity 
for the birth of a first child.                                                       
                        Gavin Strachan 
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  Bonad (painted wall hanging). The three wise men Balthazar, Melchior and Caspar, who are named above their images.  Sweden, probably  

  early 19th century. Paint on linen tabby, 48 x 188 cm. Courtesy of Fiona Kerlogue. See further commentary on the previous page. 

 Agedyna (carriage cushion) with what is described as a reindeer within an octagon. Ingelstads district, SE Skåne, Sweden. 58 x 100 cm,  

 early-19th century, double interlocked tapestry (rölakan), initialled IID, the probable weaver. The Khalili Collection. 

  Agedyna (carriage cushion). The Annunciation (Archangel Gabriel tells the Virgin Mary she will be the mother of Jesus). Tapestry weave, 48 x 97 

  cm, wool on linen, early 19th cent. Probably Harjagers or Torna, W Skåne, Sweden. Courtesy of Gavin Strachan. See commentary on page 21. 

 


